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I’ve been wondering lately about the different
styles of magic that I saw during the Young
Magician of the Year heats. I was very impressed
that those who take part in the workshops, or
chat on line on the forum, were not necessarily
the best performers but had ‘thought outside the
box’. 

They hadn’t automatically taken a trick from its
packaging, read the routine or the workings and
performed it as instructed. Instead they had
looked at different angles, different methods of
performing and, whether silent magic or a patter
act, there were some novel and interesting ideas. 

Think about what you do when you get a new
‘toy’, a trick which you have saved for and can’t
wait to open up and use. Even before it arrives, or
you get down to the magic store, think about why you want that item and how you
can change it to be something no one else has seen.

For instance - do you use a change bag in your stage or children’s act? What do you
do with it? Have you kept to the traditional ideas and worked it in conjunction with
silks - or do you have your own special way of using this utility prop? 

Everything you need in magic can be turned on its head. Even a deck of cards can be
varied. Richard Pinner, one of this country’s award-winning magicians, has
revolutionised a standard effect. Instead of blank cards becoming printed Richard has
designed a set of Kids Kards - with children’s drawings to represent the values and
suits. Within seconds these change to a regular deck but if you aren’t watching closely
enough they change back again!  

What else can you turn into your own personal prop? Keep thinking about everything
you perform and how it can be adapted. The magicians on the continent, Italy,
Germany and France, have very original ideas and work beyond the obvious - it’s time
that we did so too. 
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EASTER PARADE
RESULTS

Member Joe Harper wrote to me to tell me:

“I took part in the Northern Magic Circle Easter Parade and had
a great time up in sunny Durham. I appeared in the junior show
along with eleven other NMC juniors  and I also took part in the
junior stage competition. 

Steven Bridges came first with a brilliant performance and won
the Philip Theodore trophy (which I won last year). Michael
Jordan was the runner-up whilst I came third  and got presented
with the Bill Peckitt Shield plus first prize for comedy, the Tommy
Aldus cup.”

The Easter Parade is a great weekend for junior magicians and I
hope to bring you full details early next year so you can take part
too.

FANTASTIC FANTASMA
WINNERS
Only three people got the right
answer to the Fantasma
competition but well done to
Paul Martin, Natalie Cró and Joe
Derrington. Natalie’s name was
first out of the hat to win the
main prize but Paul and Joe will
be delighted with theirs too.

£25 
CASH PRIZE

CASH WINNER - 
ALI BONGO’S TREES

Many of you entered last month’s special prize competition
but only one member was able to get all nineteen correct
answers.

Well done Michael Kavanagh who has been awarded the
£25.00 presented by Ali himself at the May workshop.

Natalie Cró

Opening 6th June, Playhouse,
Weston-Super-Mare
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❚ Write Now!

Write to ‘Secrets’ with your tricks,

questions, comments, suggestions,

responses and ideas. Although we cannot

respond personally your letter may

appear here or in the ‘Inner Secrets’

newsletter. All articles will automatically

be entered for the annual ‘Blanchard

Literary Award’ which is presented for the

best contribution by a YMC member.

Write to the Editor:

Mandy Davis,

The Young Magicians Club, 

The Centre for the Magic Arts, 

12 Stephenson Way, 

London, NW1 2HD, 

or email us at

editor@theyoungmagiciansclub.com

JUNE 16

JULY 14 (This a new date!)

SEPT 8

0CTOBER 21 (Sunday J-Day)

NOVEMBER 17

Workshop fee £5.00

As always workshops will run from 
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The
Magic Circle HQ (address on pages three
and five). Please be sure to bring a packed
lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided
free), a deck of cards, notebook and a pen
as minimum requirements for the day.

Please register in advance each time -
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

Workshop Dates 2007

Harley Sugarman is unique! He is the first member of the
Young Magicians Club to also become a member of the junior
program of the famous Magic Castle in Hollywood. 

Harley moved away from London last year and was worried
that he would miss YMC workshops; but that was before he
visited the Magic Castle, a truly magical venue for magic
performance and the mecca for magicians across the world. It is
a menbers’ club for non-magicians but has its own magic
society too.

Harley sent me an email which said:

Hi Mandy,

I’m going up for the auditions for the Magic Castle Junior
Membership and I need to perform a five minute routine
of close-up magic. Have you perhaps got any advice for
me? Anything would be really helpful.

Thank you very much.

Harley Sugarman

This was my advice:

“For anyone performing in the US the answer is: go very very
slowly with your patter - Americans will have trouble picking up
quickly on your accent. When Rob (my fiance) was performing
there a few years ago he was advised to speak very slowly and
even after his first performance he was told to go slower...

“Make sure you make eye contact with people - keep your
head up and don’t look down more than absolutely necessary;
most young magicians look at their hands too much. Smile lots
- unless the routine doesn’t call for it as part of a story or
expression.”

And then I got this email: 

Hi Mandy,

I just wanted to let you know that I managed to make it in to
the junior club at the Magic Castle and I thought that you
should be the one of the first to know. 

I didn’t really think that I would make the cut at first Before
we all auditioned we were given a letter by the chairman
(Robert Dorian), saying “Standards for the program are
extremely high and most current members have had to return
two or three times before being accepted.” That makes it
sound like they only accept the best - and now me!

I would like to thank you for the help that you gave me with
the routine, it really did help my act. The other auditionees
were all very good, and confident on stage, they were
excellent magicians.

Send my regards to all the magicians in the Young Magicians
Club. It’s great to be able to keep in touch with you.

Harley.

So I’m sure you will join me in congratulating Harley on his
achievement and wish him every success in magic In the US.

Keeping in touch
from America
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GUT LOOP SHAKER
FIXED TO
BACK OF

HAND
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A silent routine for
performance with
music

a pinch of salt
by Ian Adair

newspaper between each production and, by exerting the fingers so
that they are fully open, the performer can make it vanish.

When all the silks have been produced and emptied from the hollow
shaker this is produced from the newspaper. In puncturing a hole in
the central position of the paper, the fingers curl inward so that the
shaker can be gripped through. It is, therefore, an easy matter for
the performer to disengage the shaker from the second finger and
then produce it from the hole punctured in the newspaper. 

❚ apparatus
A plastic salt shaker.
Remove the base of the shaker so that it becomes an open
container. With a hot needle burn two holes on the sides of the
shaker. Though the holes thread a loop of nylon gut (fisherman’s
type).
A number of silk handkerchiefs.
A sheet of newspaper.

❚ the set up
The hollow shaker is filled with silk handkerchiefs, then
concealed behind the sheet of newspaper resting on the table.

❚ working and 
presentation
In picking up the sheet of paper form the table, the second
finger of the right hand enters the gut loop, allowing the shaker
to be concealed behind the back of the hand and well out of
view at this stage.

The left hand assists in showing the newspaper sheet on both
sides while the right one remains empty, with the shaker behind
and unseen. 

The sheet of paper is brought up in front of the right hand and
the fingers commence puncturing holes at various points. First a
hole is punctured in the left-hand corner, towards the top of the
paper, and the right hand, containing the shaker and now
behind, pivots this inward so that its open end is up against the
hole where it is left to hang on both sides. During the routine
the newspaper is constantly shown on both sides while the right
hand remains open, appearing to be empty.

In fact several such holes are punctured over the surface of the
newspaper and, simultaneously, silks are produced from these.

To add to the novelty, and to possibly take advantage of the fact
that the shaker can be used for a further magical use, the right
hand reaches into the air and produces it by a pivoting
movement. The fingers of the rigid hand simply curl inward for
the salt shaker to appear. Imaginary salt is shaken over the

Yes, we have MOVED and we’re 
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!!

For more information and to keep 
up-to-date with all the new magical
happenings at Kaymar, you really 

should be on the 
Kaymar Newsletter Mailing List.

IT’S FREE

Just send your name and address to:
The Kaymar Magic Co Ltd

Unit 3, 108 Croft Road
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV10 7DN

All Change at 
Kaymar Magic

From a newspaper a quantity of silk handkerchiefs are magically produced,
these being extracted from holes punctured at various points. Between each
production a salt shaker mysteriously appears in the hand and finally
vanishes, only to reappear through a hole in the newspaper!
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Spending a fine evening the other night,
watching amateurs and professional
magicians/mentalists perform, I was
struck by the need of a few simple
reminders.

We all need reminders from time to time
and so I will remind myself by sharing
with you little things I was taught along
the way towards professional performing.

Much was made some years ago about
the difference between “practice” and
“rehearsal”. For those of you who may
be unaware of this difference, here is an
explanation:

PRACTICE
This is when you are trying to learn how
to make a trick or routine work. You
might need to learn a sleight, practise
how to make a card go to the top of the
deck, how to peek a billet or perform a
secret load steal. 

Practice is about learning the basics.
These are the essentials you have to learn
to do before you can begin to rehearse.

REHEARSAL
This is when you do your trick or routine
of tricks just as if you are actually
performing them. You will attempt to go
through the trick or act as if an audience
is present. You will need all the props you
will use for performing this trick, all the
music you might need, the tables and
where they will be positioned on stage
and so on. A FULL DRESS rehearsal
means that you will need to have on the
same costume or stage clothes you will
use when you are on stage, the same
music, same lighting, etc. You will
essentially be performing a show without
the audience.

For smaller acts most time is spent on
practice. This turns out to be a problem
as one rarely performs in the same way
one practises. Most time should be spent

and supposed creators tell you that it can be.
“Just buy this and you will be famous!” is
usually followed by “easy to do - no skill
required.” Let me ask you: would you believe
such silliness if someone advertised you could
be the next Picasso or the next famous pop
performer just by purchasing a paint-by-
number-kit or a sing-a-long Karaoke machine?
Ridiculous, isn’t it?

This is the ‘bargain’ sold to many new
wannabe performers of magic and mentalism
and it is a flat out lie.

You are correct in thinking you fool some of
the people some of the time. Then again the
drunk at the microphone singing along loudly
has friends tell him how good he is  too.

If you are ready to really perform, and doing a
single card trick counts as performing by the
way, in the next few issues I will tell you a few
things to keep in mind as you rehearse.

“Kenton, I am not going to rehearse. I just
want to do tricks. Will this stuff you write help
me?” 

My first response is “God help us all then” but
at the worst - yes please at least stop and
consider these basics, even if all you are going
to do is hire yourself out as a performer while
refusing to rehearse like one. I guess that’s the
best I can say. Read it anyway. It might help
the rest if us even if you do not think it will
help you to know these things.

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG
Even in a perfectly routined act, performed
thousands of times, things go wrong. This may
be due to mechanical error, setting an effect
improperly before the show, a stage crew
member messing up an item or maybe you are
just having one of those nights.

Let’s pretend you are pulling a lot of streamers
out of a production prop and the streamers
get caught on a nail at the bottom of the prop
that you simply cannot see. You think of
tugging on the streamer, but it cost you a lot
of money and you can imagine it being ripped

6: Performance Basics

If you choose 

to label yourself anything

other than an amateur

who does tricks half-

heartedly, then it is wise

for you to think about

what calling yourself an

“entertainer” really means.

on perfecting your act in rehearsals,
performing as if an audience is really there.
During these rehearsals you must continue
performing no matter what happens. Just
think  what would happen in a real show.
You will need to perform in rehearsal a
great many times (far more than practising)
before doing dress rehearsals and then
presenting yourself to the public.

If this sounds like too much work maybe
magic and mentalism isn’t your favourite art
form. If you think magic is just buying a
trick and doing it...

Magic and mentalism are not paint-by-the-
numbers art no matter how many dealers
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to shreds if you tugged. Instead you go digging around inside the
prop to try and unhook the streamer.

The audience laughs and you don’t know why. You are really
nervous now. You have to unhook the silk because the bowl of
water underneath it is going to be used for your big finale. Well,
what you think is your big finale. With enough rehearsal time you
would have discovered this could be an issue before but you didn’t
think it was worth the trouble to rehearse all that much. Now you
are on stage and everyone is giggling while you stand there trying to
get the streamer out of the prop so you can continue your planned
routine.

LET GO
By insisting on doing what you had planned on doing you are
causing more trouble for yourself that it is worth. Unless you are
going to produce two naked ladies and an elephant from that prop
as your finale, it isn’t worth the audience seeing you fumble and
struggle. 

Act as if you are checking to see that the streamer is the end of all
that came out of the prop, pull on the streamer a few times, smile
and extend your arms in applause position. The audience will think
this is the end and that you were acting. If you say “Thank you and
good night” the audience will know that it is the end of the show. If
you say “Thank you” with confidence they will assume that this is
the way the show is meant to end.

But if you continue to keep tugging on the streamer instead, and
trying to undo the mess inside, you only communicate to an
audience that you have a mess and therefore YOU are a mess. It’s
better to LET GO in cases such as these.

Another meaning of LET GO could mean that instead of letting go of
your finale you LET GO of how you do it. You might spill some of the
water out of the bowl as you pull it out from under the streamer. Stop
thinking that you have to have the bowl entirely full. In other words.
You might instead decide it is worth ruining the streamer for the sake
of a good performance, knowing you will fix the problem after the
show so it never happens again. Perhaps ripping the streamer once is
worth it.

A good performer will try and do whatever it takes to keep going and
make it look as if what is happening is part of the intended act, even if
it isn’t. 

So LET GO when you have trouble and do something else to end the
show or go in a new direction. If all you need is the water out of the
bowl for the finale, for instance, there might be others who have
glasses of water nearby. A stagehand might hold the bowl of water for
you when you take it out of the bottom of the prop instead of
insisting you take it out of the top of the prop and hold the bowl of
water yourself.

Never be so rigid in your thought or action that you appear to mess
up. If the streamer rips as you pull on it, act as if you think your
trousers ripped and look at your backside. Feel the back of your pants
and you’ll get a laugh. Wrap the streamer around your waist as if
hiding a torn area and you’ll be thought a comedic wonder for coming
up with such a funny ending to a standard trick. Just LET GO and do
something else, if you need to, rather than be stubborn and show the
audience that you are failing.

You might not think up such things when you are on stage but if you
will allow yourself to LET GO and ADJUST you have very high odds of
ending well.

We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVDs.

Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933     www.merlinswakefield.co.uk     email merlins@btconnect.com

We accept cash, cheques and all major cradit cards

IT’S ALWAYS MAGIC AT......................MERLINS

IDEM 
On David Blaine’s Magic Man TV Special he makes

initials mysteriously appear on his arm after
rubbing ashes over his arm. This tool allows you to
make this effect happen anytime, anywhere.With
this handy accessory, you can now perform the

“ashes on the arm” effect not only very easily, but
almost impromptu. It also opens up a wide range
of effects not previously possible. This method is
the most simple and practical available and will

produce sharp and clear messages on your arm or
hand. This is not limited to just ashes, other

powders such as sugar, coffee, pepper etc., will
make the message develop! 

Special offer ... only £12.00 (n.r.p.£16.50) 

PRODUCTION DONUTS 
BACK IN STOCK AT LAST, DO NOT! MISS OUT, ORDER
YOURS NOW Each donut is hand turned and hand

painted and drizzled with icing. Sadly, the photo does
not do justice to the vibrant colours and natural look of
these great production items. They squeeze down to a

small ball yet they pop open immediately for a startling
production. Great comedy item. May be vanished just

as easily. We are sure you will come up with your own
great ideas such as Multiplying donuts; Colour

changing donuts; use in a chick pan; Floating donut
(these are super light-weight sponge); as a finale to

your sponge ball routine and much more.
Also, the production or vanish used as a running 

gag is great fun ... £6.00
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With entertaining children at birthday
parties being so popular you would expect
there to be a vast amount of literature on
the subject. In fact there are very few
books specifically catering for children’s
entertainment compared with other
disciplines such as cards, close-up, general
and mental magic or even possibly
illusions.

The book that influenced me most in this
field is Open Sesame by Lewis and Tyler -
worth its weight in gold to me at the
beginning of my career.

It is not easy to lay down guidelines for
children’s magicians. Children change so
quickly as they get older and
‘presentations’ suitable for four year olds
would alienate an audience of eight year
olds. I use the word ‘presentations’ as a
great many effects can be used for all age
groups provided they are presented
correctly for the specific audience in
question. Most of the classics - Chinese
Linking Rings, the Egg Bag, Torn and
Restored Paper, Cut and Restored Rope,
etc.- all of these, with the right dressing
can be made to fit all ages.

Children are entertained in so many
different ways. They have seen and
experienced so little that everything new to
them is interesting and has a potential for
entertainment. Some performers make the

mistake of thinking that the only way to
entertain children is to make them laugh.
To keep an audience laughing for an hour
would be no mean feat yet would, in itself,
become boring.

Children can also be entertained by the
unusual,  by surprise, involvement,
cleverness, scariness, stories, singing,
poetry, pathos, and most of all MAGIC!

This brings me to one rule that I put to you
as sacrosanct - as a student of the art of
magic you should never belittle magic to
children. Never stoop to get cheap laughs
by deliberately exposing methods and,
above all, make sure that you have put in
sufficient practice to ensure no accidental
exposure either.

The one tribute to my own efforts I
treasure, above all others was, when an
eight year old boy said (out loud so that all
the parents collecting their children after a
particularly successful party could hear): “ I
like Uncle Jack best because all the others
just pretend to be magicians.”

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO BE A
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINER?

There is no straightforward answer. For
instance, what children may not notice in
terms of personal appearance and hygiene
may well not be acceptable by adults
seeking to book you. This is a factor that
all performers must bear in mind; there is
no point in being the world’s greatest
magical entertainer if no one wants you in
their home.

Let’s list some of the attributes that go to
make a successful children’s entertainer
whether amateur, semi, or fulltime
professional: -

Socially acceptable in appearance, hygiene,
speech, clothing, manners; punctual,
confident, patient, kind, interesting,
amusing, businesslike, cheerful - and have
the ability to get on well with children. In
other words a SAINT!

by Jack Delvin

One of the UK’s top entertainers shares the secrets 
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You can be introverted or extroverted, fat
or thin, large or small, dark or fair - or in-
between all these - but, most of all, you
must know ‘what you are’.

With children It is absolutely no use trying
to pretend to be ‘what you are not’, they
will sense something is wrong and you will
fail.

If you are a bubbly uncle type, then be a
bubbly uncle! If you are tall, dark and
mysterious, be a wily wizard. Be yourself
but be a magician at the same time - isn’t
that what you are striving for? Emphasise
your characteristics. Be yourself but a little
larger than life.

If you dress yourself up in comical clothes
with a silly hat and fail to be funny, the
children will feel cheated. If you claim to
be a real magician and the children can see
how your tricks are done they will be
cheated.

Having searched your soul and found out
exactly ‘who you are’, and therefore what
sort of magician you will be, you must
then plan the act.

Children’s shows can either take place in
the home or in a hall. Both of these come
in all sizes and, in addition, you may find
yourself booked to appear in theatres,
tents, on board ship, in a circus, on a pier
or in the middle of a field. Wherever the
show is going to be you have got to get
there. You may still be relying on a parent
with a reliable car or van so the means of
transport will dictate the amount and size
of the props you can carry. Maybe you
won’t know - you may arrange for the
booker to pick you up and return you
home so be prepared for all sizes of
transport or even traveling by bus or train.

For starters you can pop your props into a
suitcase and borrow a table when you get
there, if available. In time you will need to
improve upon the image that this
approach will give. You will need to carry
your own table or you might think about

getting a suitcase that, with slight
adjustment, becomes a table. Several such
tables are listed in dealers catalogues.

Performers wanting an originality to their
act or character, that sets them apart from
their rivals, may well start with a custom
built table. Ideas for this sort of thing can
include a Magic castle, a Wishing Well, a
Dustbin, a Pirate Ship, a Treasure Chest -
you are limited only by your imagination
and your pocket!

GOLDEN TIPS

ONE: You will always command more
respect, and hold the attention of an
audience of children far better, if you use a
microphone and P.A. system, even if it is
turned down very low in a small room.
There are various types available and, if
you are into sound systems, you will
certainly be able to find the best one for
you. However if this is something rather
alien in your life so far then you could do
worse than check out the products from
Coomber who offer portable sound and
P.A. systems with optional carrying cases
too.

TWO: When setting up your table/s and
props, try as far as possible to create the
look and atmosphere of a theatre.
Remember that your show may be the first
experience of live performance for each
group of children that you entertain so
make it one which will leave them wanting
more. 

Perhaps you can close the curtains over a
window and use these as a backcloth.
With the booker’s permission remove bits
of furniture that detract from the effect
you are trying to achieve. The more you
create the ambiance of a theatre the more
likely you are to command the attention of
your audience.

Once you have the full attention of your
audience there will be no stopping you
from giving them the magical experience
of their lives!

ack Delvin

ners shares the secrets of his success
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Weston Super Mare was simply buzzing with magicians when the Bristol Society of Magic held
their annual convention on a very damp Sunday in May.  However the atmosphere indoors was
warm and friendly and everyone had a great time.

The dealer hall was bustling but never too packed during the day so that those who wanted to
browse and buy miracles were able to do so.

The morning kicked off with a children’s magic show from Texas magician Trixie Bond. She had
a tiny audience of eight little ones and they became her birthday party as she romped through
trick after trick, dressed as Mary Poppins and producing both live doves and a rabbit. The adult
audience of hundreds really enjoyed what she offered.

The close up show featured three top international stars. Both David Stone from France and
Manuel Meurte from Germany (don’t be confused by the name!) were extremely funny but
wonderfully skilled. Our own Marc Oberon was a fine example of British magic at its best.

David Stone

Manuel Meurte

John Lenahan

Trixie Bond
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Mark Oberon

Norbert Ferre

Romany

Keith Fields
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In the afternoon John Lenahan performed
his one man show and had the audience
in fits of laughter as he worked all sorts of
magic, from sponge bananas to book
tests, from card effects to optical illusions.
This man just fills a room with enjoyment
and everyone came away feeling they’d
had their money’s worth already - yet
there was more to come.

The evening gala show took place in the
splendid Playhouse Theatre and opened
with a multitude of dancing girls. Then it
was on with the show as MC Mel Harvey
introduced some top entertainment. Ex-
YMC member Alex Lodge opened the
show with one of his silent acts, and was
well received in spite of several mishaps.
Keith Fields had the audience in the palm
of his hand from the moment he
appeared and his one-liners and odd bits
of magic kept them on a high right to
the end. His parting trick was an
entertaining Straitjacket escape.

Scott Penrose is always value for money
and his act of manipulation and silks,
card swords and doves was beautifully
paced as always; his climax on this
occasion was a snowstorm using the
Kevin James method.

After the interval Romany burst onto
the stage with her wonderful ‘Diva of
Magic’ award-winning act. It was great
to see her perform Gypsy Thread to a
vast number of people as well as
producing bird cages and a
champagne bottle. Her audience
participation moment is a very effective
Coins Across with two men holding
her wrists in an attempt to keep her
upright as she swoons ‘with the
strength of her skills’.

Norbert Ferre is one of my favourite
manipulators as he mixes two
characters in his act - one is silly and
geeky whilst the other is the polished
and accomplished magician. The two
work beautifully together and the
stage is empty except for a bowl on a
stand to hold his billiard balls or cards. This is wonderful in its
simplicity and everyone should see it and take note.

The closing act was the fast paced illusion show of Guy Barrett
and Company. There were many boxes which delivered girls onto
the stage or squashed them flat, only to be restored unharmed. In
between these Guy also performed some silk magic and a paper
tear. He provided a suitable ending to a lively show.

Of course there was the Junior workshop too! This year I was
delighted that Fay Presto, John Lenahan and Marc Oberon were
able to give up some time to teach a variety of magic. Marc gave
a short but effective lesson on coin magic whilst John covered
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Scott Penrose

Guy Barrett

Alex Lodge

several card moves, forces and shuffles along with appropriate
tricks. Fay held a beginners’ group fascinated as she answered
all their questions about magic and demonstrated some of her
favourite effects. 

Thanks to all three for an excellent hour’s tuition. We ended
with a tombola - a free draw where everyone went home with
a prize, many of them donated by Trixie Bond.

I know you had a great time if you were there - and if you
missed it watch out for next year’s Bristol Day of Magic, it’s
going to be great!
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YMC member Andy Gerlis delivered
this speech as part of a school
assignment - they obviously approved
as it got him an A grade!

“Today I put to you the simple question of
“What Is Magic?” Is it a man wearing
white gloves, a cape and a wizard’s hat
making a coin appear from behind your
ear - or is it huge stunts that mystify and
perplex you? Well, the actual answer is
both. There are many different types of
magic: close-up, street, stage, card, coin,
illusionists, mind readers, psychics and
even fortune-tellers.

But why am I telling you this? It is because
I want to get across that I personally
believe that televised and public stunts are
nothing more than attempts to gain
publicity. Take David Blaine for instance: to
date he has performed six public stunts.
These include being buried alive in a
perspex box for seven days, standing inside
a block of ice for 61 hours, standing on a
ninety foot high pillar for 34 hours, living
inside a plexiglass box raised above the
River Thames for 44 days, living a bowl of
water for 177 hours, then trying to break
the world record for holding your breath
underwater (which he failed) and last, but
certainly not least, he was suspended
above the ground, for two days, in a giant
gyroscope that spun at eight revolutions a
minute before attempting to escape the
shackles that held him.

I have no problem with these so-called
“illusions” but these come courtesy of a
man who is quoted as saying “Everybody
wants to do the next big stunt. All I want
to do is take magic to the streets.” Blaine
has been the subject of criticism from
unknown magicians. Some of his
colleagues even go so far as to question
his status as a unique magician. Much of
this criticism stems from Blaine’s practice of
performing unconventional illusions that
more accurately fall under the category of
stunts. Houdini received similar criticism
during his day.

Another example is Derren Brown’s Russian
roulette stunt. On October 5, 2003 Derren
performed Russian roulette live on Channel
4 (though with a slight delay in case of
accidents). The stunt was apparently
performed at an undisclosed location
outside Britain, supposedly because of
British laws banning the possession of
handguns. A volunteer, chosen from
12,000 who applied for the task and
whittled down to five by the day of the
stunt, loaded a single shot into a revolver
with six numbered chambers, then
counted from one to six. 

Attempting to predict the location of the
bullet, Derren pulled the trigger on
chambers three and four with the gun
aimed at his head - before appearing to
decide on chamber five and firing the gun
away from him. When that chamber
proved to be empty he paused for over
one minute before aiming at his head
again for chamber six - then immediately
firing the round in chamber one away
from him, striking a sandbag. The
programme was initially condemned by
senior British police officers, apparently
fearful of copycat acts. 

However, when the filming location was
revealed to be Jersey, many accused Derren
Brown of perpetrating a hoax. Several days
later the Jersey police said they had been
consulted about the programme in
advance and revealed: “There was no live
ammunition involved and at no time was
anyone at risk.” 

A Real Soap Box Speech
On the other hand, as demonstrated
earlier in the programme, firing a blank
cartridge at point-blank range can still be
extremely dangerous or even fatal.
Derren himself defended the programme,
saying, “It probably sounds odd but, as a
magic-related performer, being asked
“Was it real?” “Was it not real?”  - that
lifts it to a level that I’m very comfortable
with. What’s left is the fact that it was a
terrific piece of television.”

This stunt was later proved to be a hoax
so how can we be sure that any televised
magic is real? We can’t. Again in the
words of David Blaine, “For those who
believe, no explanation is necessary. For
those who don’t, none will suffice.”

However, I believe these stunts take away
what magic really is. After being an
amateur magician for several years now, I
have realise that most big tricks are
nothing more than deceptions. But it’s
the way these tricks are performed that
gives a great effect. Assistants,
explosives, music and special effects
really bring to life what are really simple
magic tricks. I say that magic should be
kept to stereotypical views of a man
mystifying an audience dressed like a
wizard. Although people like to be
confused by stunts such as David Blaine’s
illusions, are they magic or just shows of
putting the human body in danger?
To sum up, Longman’s modern English
dictionary defines magic as “The art
which claims to control and manipulate
the secret forces of nature”. That can be
interpreted in so many ways. Maybe
“manipulating the secret forces of
nature” means defying the laws of life
and surviving on water and sugar for 
44 days in a suspended plexiglass box?

I have nothing against the people who
support and prefer this strange form 
of illusion but I believe that magic 
should be kept to just street and stage.
The simpler the trick, the more 
effective it is.”

by Andy Gerlis
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❚ to make up
Glance at the illustrations which show all.

Each pencil comes in plain wood. Often these are not sharpened. Sharpen
both ends of each of three pencils required.

Pencil 1: most of the length of this one is painted red (all round) whilst the
other end is yellow.
Pencil 2: main length of this one is painted blue with orange at the other end.
Pencil 3: this is painted mostly green with a purple end.

❚ the set up
Have the three pencils already inside the bag, lying flat with the lengthier ends
all facing the same way.

❚ working and 
presentation
Pick up the  bag and tell the audience that you are about to test the memory
of everyone present. Explain that you have six different coloured pencils inside
the paper bag. Your left hand holds the bag open whilst the right one delves
inside to bring out the first pencil.  It doesn’t matter which colour comes out
first as long as the fingers cover the short painted section. The pencil, with its
sharpened end, looks normal when it’s brought out. The performer says ‘Red’,
replaces it, then says ‘And here’s a yellow one’. The same pencil is brought out
again, but from the other side. It is only displayed over the top of the bag, the
other part is hidden. Remember, the audience always sees a sharpened end
which really does help here. This is repeated with the other two pencils, these
being shown as four. This means that some six different coloured pencils have
been displayed.

Shake up the bag with the pencils inside. The performer reaches in and brings
out the three pencils, one at a time. Again the fingers must cover the smaller
section of pencil. Once shown, each pencil is discarded. I suggest these could
be placed inside your jacket pocket, should you have one, inside a pencil case
behind your table or inside your close up case.

Act well here and pretend there are still three remaining pencils; ask your
audience if they can remember their colours. Whatever they say, tell them they
are wrong. Tip the bag upside down, show its interior and rip it into pieces.

Three of the pencils have vanished into thin air. 

A fun but baffling trick which
you will enjoy making as well
as performing

perplexing
pencils
by Ian Adair

FAKED PENCILS

RED

YELLOW

PURPLE

YELLOW

ORANGE

RED

BLUE

GREEN

❚ the effect
Six different coloured pencils are individually shown, these
being contained within an otherwise empty paper bag.
The magician asks the spectators to remember the colours
as they are individually removed. The red, blue and green
pencils are removed and shown at all angles. The
performer asks the spectators to shout out what they
think the remainig colours are but, when shown, the bag
is completely empty! It is torn to pieces to prove that
three of the pencils have magically vanished!

❚ apparatus
Three wooden unpainted pencils.

Acrylic paints in six different colours

A paper bag large enough for the pencils to be laid flat
inside.

You won’t need to spend a lot of money to make up this
very special set of pencils. In fact I purchased twelve
unpainted wooden pencils from Tescos for less than 30p.
You only need three so you will have plenty left over for
normal use. You will, however, require some paints. Use
acrylic paints since these are inexpensive and easy to
apply. These also come in many, many colours and many
of us already have tubs at home. You require red, yellow,
blue, orange, green and purple - although any colours can
be used. You may even be able to mix some paints to
make other colours, thus making it less expensive to make
up the trick.
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Micheal Jordan

Joe Ray

Marcus Taylor

Joshua Miller

Lexi Watterson

Ben Farrar

Don’t forget to order your tickets for the finals of the Young
Magician of the Year competition. If you didn’t make the heats then
you  really should make the effort to come along on Sunday 15th
July and see seven top performers under the age of 18.

I must say, however, that all those who took part in the heats had
really worked hard to get there. Practically all of them are members
of YMC and I do congratulate:

Stephen Rowley, Robert Wood, Megan Knowles-Bacon, Tom
Anderson, Natalie Cró, Ben Farrar, Joshua Miller, Lexi Watterson,
Sam Clarke, Joe Shellard, Matthew Wood, Luke Cook, James Milner,
Michael Jordan, Oliver Mealing, Joshua Bartley, David J Marks,
Alistair Ceurvorst, Stephen Simmons, Douglas Tilston, Marcus Taylor
and Joe Ray.

It is very difficult for me to be totally objective as I have got to know
some of the above people very well indeed whilst there were others
I hadn’t met till the morning of the competition. However I do wish
every success to those who have made it through to the final and
I’m glad I didn’t have to be a judge! Tickets are on sale now and
there will be two performances: the afternoon of 15th July will give

James Milner

you an opportunity to see the acts and give them a chance for a
final dress rehearsal - therefore tickets are only £7.00. If you
want to attend the evening final, when the judges will make
their decisions and award the trophy, then you need to pay
£12.50. All tickets are available from The Magic Circle box office
at 020 7387 2222 or email cma@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

And the finalists? Ben Farrar, Michael Jordan, Joshua Miller,
James Milner, Joe Ray, Marcus Taylor, Lexi Watterson - good luck
you guys!
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense!)

HOUDINI! He was the greatest entertainer of his age: a magician, an
escapologist and, above all, a showman!

Today, 81 years after his death, there can’t be many people left alive
who saw Houdini perform and yet his name still means ‘magic’ -
even to people who don’t really know who he was or what he did.

Which is why the new comic book, Houdini - The Handcuff King (Hyperion
Books), is a useful introduction to the man and the myth that was Harry Houdini.

Written by Jason Lutes and illustrated by Nick Bertozzi, this may not be the most visually dynamic graphic novel
ever created but its bold, lively, strip-cartoon style most certainly keeps you turning the pages.

The story is based on a single event in Houdini’s life: his manacled jump into a river from the Harvard Bridge in
Cambridge, Massachusetts on May 1st 1908, from which he escaped in just 31 seconds. But the book also lets
you into at least one of Houdini’s secrets as well as explaining his name and some of the reasons for his fame.

And when you’ve read the story itself, there’s more: several pages of notes providing fascinating ‘behind-the-
panel’ background information and an excellent introduction by Glen David Gold (author of the brilliant magic
novel, Carter Beats the Devil) who talks about our fascination with Houdini and magic and reminds us that
“mystery is the fundamental source of wonder”.

8/10

Hard cover book £7.63 fromwww.amazon.co.uk postage varies

Value for money?

Houdini - the Handcuff King
by Jason Lutes and Nick Bertozzi ❚ reviewed by Brian Sibley AIMC

Magicians are often trying to force a number on a spectator -
but an interesting idea is to exclude a number from an
apparently free range of choices.

That is the crux of what No Chance accomplishes.  You get
six dice, three “straight” and three gimmicked.  Without
going into too much detail the gimmicked dice do not allow
you to roll a particular number.  The beauty of this is that
these dice appear to be normal although they will not
withstand prolonged, close examination. Yet what could
be fairer than having a random number chosen by the roll
of the dice, especially when the spectator can take
“practice” rolls and every roll is different?

This is very sneaky stuff.  The DVD features Peter Nardi and Marc
Spelmann explaining several tricks using this concept. Marc explains some simple dice

switches, to bring the fair dice into play after the effect, although he stresses this is unnecessary and
he does not do it himself.  I agree. With proper spectator handling they’ll look at the dice, they’ll seem honest; they’ll roll them, the dice
come up with different numbers.  Who needs to check their DNA?
The uses for this apparatus are limited only by your imagination.

No Chance
Peter Nardi and Marc Spelmann ❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

7/10

DVD and apparatus, £22.49 plus

p&p from www.alakazamagic,

Unit 113, Ellingham Industrial

Estate, Elingham Way, Ashford,

Kent TN23 6LZ,

www.alakazam.co.uk

Value for money?

7/10

7/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

★
Basic skills
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Ghost Vision is very clever and spooky as can be.
Borrowing a camera-phone, or digital camera, you say
you thought you saw something and proceed to make a
short movie or take a photo.  When those around you
look at the movie or photo, they see a ghost moving
eerily across the room.  Or you can have the name of a
card appear spookily, or other images of your choice.

You’ve got to be able to move the gimmick in front of
the camera secretly but, given that it is small and not
brightly coloured, it should prove to be no big
problem.

The ghost is weird looking, shadowy, almost ethereal and it moves in a bizarre
manner -  and it’s their phone and they get to show the movie to their friends!  It doesn’t get much better than that.

The thingy and method might not work for every mobile phone but it should certainly work for the vast majority.  You might have less
success with digital cameras. Replacement packs of the spooky images, if you don’t want to make your own, are available inexpensively.
This is an excellent trick, seemingly impromptu, to perform in an informal situation.

Also on the DVD is a version of the Haunted Key using a borrowed bunch of keys on a key ring - one rises up in a spooky manner.  It’s
easy and looks pretty good.

Ghost Vision
Andrew Mayne ❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

9/10

DVD plus gimmick.. £12.00 from

www.merlinswakefield.co.uk

Value for money?

10/10

9/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

★
Basic skills

The Wizard Ring looks like a plain metal band,
is available in several sizes and in silver or
gold-colour with flat or bevelled edges.  You
can use it to make almost any cup into a
Chop Cup and the enclosed booklet
describes a Coin Through Glass and
Stopping a Spectator’s Watch.  I always
caution people who try this last stunt as
there is the possibility that the watch in
question will not re-start - but I leave
that to you.

The magnet is very strong and, while it won’t attract something
through a table or through a spectator’s hand, you can move things around on top
of a card or many other surfaces.  The items that can be moved include one- and
two-penny British coins, 1943 zinc U.S. pennies and many other currencies which
are magnetic.

Two of the accessories that have been developed for use with the ring are Mag
Card and The Wiz.  Mag Card was reviewed in the December issue of Secrets so I
won’t repeat it here. I am a little unsure about The Wiz, a tiny vessel which is
attracted to the magnet and can be rolled around the hand (using some fast,
jerky motions) to conceal it.  The benefit of being able to show both sides of

your hand is offset, I think, by the tiny size, big enough to hold a three-inch silk or maybe a five inch
silk cut on the diagonal.

The products are very well made and packaged. You can see a demo of them at www.worldmagicshop.co.uk. Be careful though - a
magnet can erase data on a magnetic (non chip-and-PIN type) credit card and there are cautions on the packaging to keep the ring
away from electronic equipment.

Wizard PK Ring
The Wiz ❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

8/10

Wizard Ring - Magnetic ring.£15.99; The Wiz - DVD andgimmick, £10.99 plus p&p bothby World Magic Shopwww.worldmagicshop.co.uk
Value for money?(for the ring)

9/10

8/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

★★
Intermediate skills
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Favourite film? Happy Gilmore.

What magic do you enjoy? Cards and Close-Up.

Magic achievements? Having fun performing!

What do you like most about Secrets? Ali Bongo’s Puzzle
Page which is always a lot of fun and the Member Profile
pages are always interesting to read.

Favourite magic DVD/Video? ‘Doc Eason’s Bar Magic’ Vol 3.

Favourite magic store? ‘Trick or Treat’ Magic Store in
Melbourne (www.kikkii.com/shop)

Favourite magic show on TV? In Australia there are very few
magic shows on TV although they did show Criss Angel’s
Mind Freak which was OK.

Which magician would you most like to be? I would love to
be Lance Burton so I could do his amazing Dove Magic.

If you had a TV chat show and you could interview three
people living or dead who would they be?
Shane Warne, Houdini and the comedian Danny Bhoy.

Advice for people getting into magic? Everyone says it but
practice, practice, practice!! Other than that, have
confidence and have fun!

Favourite magician? If you can call  him a magician, ‘The
Amazing Jonathan’. I saw him live and was in hysterics the
whole show. Other than him I quite like Lance Burton for all
his incredible stage magic.

Some people I would like to thank for help or
encouragement?
Tim and Tam, the owners of ‘Trick or Treat’ Magic Store,
Melbourne - for all their help and running a great magic
store! 

Finally I would like to thank my Grandad, Magic Circle
member Chris Latham, in England. If it wasn’t for him I
wouldn’t have become interested in magic. I have fun
getting the chance to do magic with him once a year when
he comes to visit Australia.
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Dominic Chambers

Dominic Chambers is one of our overseas members but he was
lucky, or was it unlucky enough, to attend the April workshop.
Dominic and his family were here in the UK on a visit but he
broke his leg and was unable to fly home. He wasn’t happy
about that - but cheered up when he realised he was able to
come along to meet up with members of YMC. So it turned out
to be a lucky break after all!

Age? 15

Current home? Melbourne, Australia

Hobbies? Magic, sport, juggling, going to see my favourite Aussie
Rules team play.

Favourite magic book? Bobo’s Modern Coin Magic.

Favourite non-magic book? The ‘Cherub’ Series by Robert
Muchamore.
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magicbox
MASSIVE DVD SALE

MANY TITLES ONLY £14.99

GREEN BICYCLES NOW ONLY £1.50

FREE CATALOGUE
PRESENTING THE LATEST 

AND BEST EFFECTS
TEL:01912325335

www.magicbox.uk.com

JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith) 

78 High Street, 
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

01522 525353

Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk
See Website for Product Information

Special Magic for Young Magicians Club 
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)

Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00

ALBION MAGIC
8 Florence Grove, Stone Cross, 

West Bromwich, B71 3LL 0121 532 4509
Contact: Alex Powell 07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk

Special Offer Great ValueBill Goldman
5 effects pack
only £15 inc p&p

Martin Sanderson

Close-up DVDs 
4U

Visit our website
www.sanderson-magic.com

or telephone 0845 900 1317
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Is this a hand giving directions, or a cat?

Can you trust this
man?

It is written all over
his face

What
do you
see?
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